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Introduction

• Some traffic situations require communication and cooperation 1

• Automated vehicles should be able to react to and show cooperative behavior 2

• Development of cooperative driving strategies requires appropriate tools and measures to describe, quantify 

and evaluate cooperative behavior 2

Research goal: 

• Development of a questionnaire that assesses the subjective evaluation of cooperation in a traffic encounter

• The questionnaire should enable answering the following questions:

• Could a given encounter between road users be considered cooperation? (Part A)
• Based on different aspects of cooperation: e.g. altruism, coordination, communication, competition, goal 

orientation, reciprocity, dependence, interference, mutual agreement, negotiation, costs and benefits 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

• Did road users cooperate successfully? (Part B)
• Based on motives in road traffic, e.g. safety and efficiency 3, 9, 10
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Method

Item generation

• Part A: 39 statements; reflect different aspects of cooperation, e.g. “The drivers competed 

with each other.”

• Part B: 40 adjective pairs; reflect motives in road traffic, e.g. “efficient / inefficient”

Online survey to reduce number of items

• n = 123 (55 f, 68 m), m = 37.05 years old (sd = 13.87, range = [20, 80])

• Part A: Participants rated 7 videos of traffic encounters at a narrow passage with varying 

degrees of interaction on a 7-point Likert scale (“does not apply at all” to “applies perfectly”)
• Items were divided into five sets of 13 items each*; one set per participant; 23-28 participants per item

• Part B: “Successful cooperation in traffic is...“ efficient      inefficient, ...
• Style adopted from questionnaires evaluating systems/behavior 11, 12, 13 

• Plus demographics and open questions about cooperation

Item selection 

• Based on descriptive statistics, item analysis and factor analysis
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*13 items were formulated in three variants, e.g. [At least one driver / Driver X / Driver Y] acted selfishly. 

Figure 1. Screenshot of video 

material used in the online survey.

Part A: Could a given encounter between road users be considered cooperation?

Part B: Did road users cooperate successfully?

x



Method
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Item selection – Part A

• Factor analysis (for every set of items)

• Factor extraction based on Kaiser criterion, scree plot and 

communalities

• Item is mapped to factor if factor loading is ≥ .7

• Selection

• At most one item per factor

• Selection if rangeMean - 2*meanSD > 0

• If more then one item fulfills criterion, item with largest 

difference is selected 

• Items which are not mapping to any factor

• Selection if rangeMean - 2*meanSD > 0

Item selection – Part B

• Selection if median = 1 and modus = 1

rangeMean
sd1

sd2

sd3

sd4

sd5

sd6
sd7

largest mean

smallest mean

The drivers competed with each other.
(1 = does not apply at all; 7 = applies perfectly)

meanSD = sum(sd1-7)/7

→ Idea: Means between videos should vary more than 

participants‘ answers for the same video (for a specific item)

positive pole      negative pole
1 2 3 4 5



Results and discussion

Part A

• The drivers wanted to occupy the same space at the same time.

• The drivers have adapted to each other.

• The drivers cooperated.

• The drivers competed with each other.

• The drivers acted amicably.

• [At least one driver / Driver X] showed the other driver consideration. 

• [At least one driver / Driver X] acted selfishly. 

• [At least one driver / Driver X] were at an advantage because of the situation. 

• [At least one driver / Driver X] were at a disadvantage because of the situation. 

• [At least one driver / Driver X] acted with foresight.
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• Based on factor analysis and descriptive statistics, 10 items and 22 pairs of adjectives were selected for a first version of

the cooperation questionnaire (CoopQ)

• The number of adjective pairs should be further reduced based on semantic similarity 

• The questionnaire should be tested in future studies to assess its reliability and validity

Part A: Could a given encounter between road users be considered cooperation?

Part B: Did road users cooperate successfully?

Part B

• beneficial/obstructive

• supportive/hindering

• relieving/burdening

• enjoyable/unpleasant

• satisfying/frustrating

• pleasant/unpleasant

• relaxed/stressful

• calm/aggressive

• effective/ineffective

• efficient/inefficient

• goal-oriented/unplanned

• coordinated/uncoordinated

• harmonized/not harmonized

• consensual/non-consensual

• fair/unfair

• controlled/uncontrolled

• safe/unsafe

• harmless/dangerous

• risk-free/risky

• understandable/misleading

• unambiguous/ambiguous

• necessary/unnecessary
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